VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
MEETING
JULY 10, 2019 - 7:00 P.M.
VILLAGE HALL BOARD ROOM
40 E. CENTER AVENUE, LAKE BLUFF, ILLINOIS
AGENDA

1. Call to Order and Roll Call
2. Consideration of Meeting Minutes
a.) February 13, 2019 Regular Meeting
b.) February 26, 2019 Special Meeting
c.) March 16, 2019 Special Meeting – Village Board Workshop
d.) April 30, 2019 Special Meeting
3. Non-Agenda Items and Visitors
The Chairperson and Members of the HPC allocate fifteen (15) minutes at this time for those individuals who would
like the opportunity to address the HPC on any matter within its area of responsibility that is not listed on the agenda.
Each person addressing the HPC is asked to limit their comments to a maximum of three (3) minutes.

4. Next Steps for Choosing Lake Bluff
5. Staff Report
6. Adjournment
The Village of Lake Bluff is subject to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Individuals with disabilities who
plan to attend this meeting and who require certain accommodations in order to allow them to observe and/or participate in this meeting,
or who have questions regarding the accessibility of the meeting or the facilities, are requested to contact Glen Cole at 847-234-0774 or
TDD number 234-2153 promptly to allow the Village of Lake Bluff to make reasonable accommodations.

VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
MEETING
February 13, 2019
7:00 P.M.
Village Hall Board Room
40 East Center Avenue
DRAFT MINUTES
1. Call to Order and Roll Call
A Regular Meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) of the Village of Lake Bluff was
called to order on February 13, 2019 at 7:00 p.m. in the Village Hall Board Room.
The following members were present:
Present:

Paul Bergmann
Jane Jerch
Lois Nicol
Randolph Liebolt
Cheri Richardson
Robert Hunter, Vice Chair
Steve Kraus, Chair

Also Present:

Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator (AVA)

2. Consideration of the December 12, 2018 Meeting Minutes
Member Bergmann moved to approve the December 12, 2018 HPC Regular Meeting Minutes as
amended. Member Jerch seconded the motion. The motion passed on a unanimous voice vote.
3. Non-Agenda Items and Visitors
Chair Kraus stated that the Chairperson and Members of the HPC allocate fifteen (15) minutes at
this time for those individuals who would like the opportunity to address the HPC on any matter
within its area of responsibility that is not listed on the agenda.
There were no requests to address the HPC.
4. Significant Demolition Review – 247 East Blodgett Ave
Chair Kraus stated that a letter of intent has been filed with the Village of Lake Bluff to renovate the
interior and re-clad the exterior with new siding, new window openings, and new roofing. He stated
that the proposed work meets the definition of a “significant demolition”, although the existing
home will remain upon the conclusion of the work. Chair Kraus thanked the applicant for continuing
to invest in Lake Bluff and that the committee always likes to see improvements in the Village.
Chair Kraus asked AVA Cole to give a background of the application and property.
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AVA Cole stated that this property is not a full demolition, it just happens to be an involved remodel
that triggers the technical definition of the significant demolition description under the Village code.
He stated that as always, the commission has three options:
1) To terminate the review, in the event that the HPC considers the structure to not meet landmark
designation criteria;
2) To take no action; or
3) To extend the demolition review.
None of the committee members had questions of AVA Cole. Chair Kraus asked the applicant to
approach the podium for questions.
Nate Kipnis approached the podium, from Kipnis Architecture & Planning, and stated that he is the
architect for this project. Chair Kraus asked Mr. Kipnis to present the commission with a quick
overview of the project. He stated that this is a 1950s ranch and pretty well had served its useful life.
He stated that they intend to demo most of the interior and on the exterior they are going to re-clad
and install cement fiber boards and wood cladding on the right hand side of the front entry. He stated
that they are adding a gable roof that goes all the way through the house with a lot of glass in the
front and in the back. He stated that the various windows are now corresponding to the new room
layout. He stated that the applicant is very excited about this project and expressed in the application
that they hope in another 50 years or so that this home will be considered as a possible historic
home. He stated that this home will be quite energy efficient as well.
Member Jerch asked Mr. Kipnis if anything would be added to the footprint of the home.
Mr. Kipnis stated that there is a very small corner in the back that they intend to square out although
the exact details are to be decided. He stated that the existing garage will be torn down and a new
garage will be built in the same location.
Vice Chair Hunter asked about the new roof that is planning to be built because it seems to have a
different pitch compared to what is currently there. Mr Kipnis stated that the roof is staying as is, the
only piece that is being added is the new gable roof portion on the original roof that is currently flat
right now.
Member Bergmann stated that his property backs up to this property and he wanted to know what
side of the house the gable roof will be on. Mr. Kipnis stated that it will go right through, which
would make it a cross-gabled roof.
Member Jerch asked if there will be similar glass on both sides of the home. Mr. Kipnis stated that
the glass will be different in the front where the front door is but otherwise the glass is the same.
Member Bergmann asked the size of the garage. Mr. Kipnis stated that it would be a 2-car garage,
similar structure and design to the current garage but he stated the area back there is quite saturated
with groundwater so they intend to raise it up a little bit to give it a new foundation.
Chair Kraus stated again the three options for this application:
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1) To terminate the review, in the event that the HPC considers the structure to not meet landmark
designation criteria;
2) To take no action; and
3) To extend the demolition review.
Chair Kraus asked for a motion to terminate the review and indicate the structure does not satisfy
landmark designation criteria. Vice Chair Hunter made a motion. Member Richardson seconded the
motion. The motion passed on the following roll call vote:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent:

(7)
(0)
(0)

Bergmann, Richardson, Hunter, Nicol, Jerch, Liebolt, Kraus

5. Initial Advisory Review – 419 East Prospect Ave
Chair Kraus stated that a letter of intent has been filed to modify the part of the residence designated
by the Village as a historic landmark; to demolish other parts of the residence not designated as a
historic landmark; and to construct a major addition onto the landmarked structure. Chair Kraus
asked AVA Cole to provide a quick background for this specific request in this application.
AVA Cole stated that this property was landmarked late last year by the Village Board upon this
body’s recommendation. He stated that unique to other landmarks within the village, only a portion
of the structure was designated as a landmark. AVA Cole stated that the advisory review is
essentially a two-step process:
1) This meeting is the first look, there is no sign posted on the property, no public notice except for
the agenda of this meeting. The objective is to determine if the proposal meets the purpose and
goals of the HPC. If it is conforming, then the commission should conclude its review.
2) If the commission finds that this is not conforming, then the commission will hold an advisory
review conference with the applicant. During that process, the commission is supposed to
specify what their concerns are, what their issues are as a body, and the commission and
applicant are supposed to work together to meet a mutually satisfactory conclusion. A sign
would be posted on the property promptly after this meeting.
AVA Cole stated that this property has been a subject of discussion for about two years now and
most recently came before this body in the form of a significant demolition request last year that
turned into a landmark nomination and designation late last year. He stated that the landmark
designation only applies to a portion of the building, designated the original structure. He stated that
the proposal before this body does not propose demolishing the original structure but keeps it in
place. He stated that the proposal eliminates the current additions that lie to the west, the south, and
wrapping around the back of the lot (relative to the street) and constructs an addition larger than the
original structure, generally lying to the east.
Ed Deegan, the architect for this project, approached the podium to conduct a presentation and
answer any questions the committee may have. Mr. Deegan stated that he had a model built to scale
for the commission to view during the presentation to give a better understanding of the proposed
project. Mr. Deegan began his presentation on 419 East Prospect Ave.
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Member Jerch asked about the way that the front porch would be supported, and if it would prevent
future winterization of that space. Mr. Deegan stated that the zoning regulations would prohibit
enclosing that space.
Member Liebolt asked if the applicant knows what the palette will be when they stated beforehand
that it could be re-purposed brick or recycled brick. Mr. Deegan stated that they intend to use Stucco
for the area that is mimicking the main structure. He stated that they are going to use reclaimed brick
for the main form and then in other areas they have indicated butt-board siding called nickel-board
siding and this creates a very minimal shadow line and reveal. He stated that he believes it is going
to be pretty monochromatic and he doesn’t envision this being a very colorful project but it is not
going to be painted all white. He stated that they are planning to use the natural tones of the original
brick and that it is a reclaimed brick.
Member Liebolt asked about the color of the roof and what color was chosen. Mr. Deegan stated that
it would something like a weathered zinc. He stated that the weathered zinc will have a subdued
look, almost like a grey. He stated that the color or product of the roof is only proposed and hasn’t
been 100% confirmed yet.
Vice Chair Hunter stated that he really likes this project because it keeps the corner open.
Member Richardson praised the applicant and there representatives for the amount of time dedicated
already to this project, along with working so closely with their residents, the Village, and this
commission. Member Jerch agreed with Member Richardson’s comments.
Member Bergmann stated that this is a very beautiful design but he believes it has next to nothing to
do with the fact that it is a preserved house. He stated that the HPC had gone through a considerably
amount of effort to pass the preservation ordinance with regard to this structure that is there. He
stated that this structure dates back to the 1870’s, it has significant cultural history as well as
reasonably good architectural history. Member Bergmann mentioned the movement of window
locations and door location with this proposed plan but is concerned about what is left of the house
that the HPC landmarked.
Mr. Deegan stated that the majority of the existing rectangle of that structure stays. He stated that he
felt it was appropriate to address the use of this structure that makes the most sense for today. He
stated that they felt this was the best way to maintain the existing structure while also making it
more usable in today’s world. He stated that they tried many different options and this was the best
solution they could all agree upon.
Member Bergmann stated that it is a wonderful design but this is essentially an homage to what was
there, there is really no preservation here.
Chair Kraus stated that at least the home is still there. A brief discussion commenced.
Member Bergmann stated that the “eyebrow” window arches are gone on the south façade so the
original face is no longer preserved.
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Chair Kraus asked for a motion to recommend that the proposed work is consistent with the
purposes and goals of the historic preservation chapter of the Lake Bluff Municipal Code. Member
Jerch made a motion. Member Richardson seconded the motion. Chair Kraus asked if there was any
additional discussion. Member Jerch stated based off what Member Bergmann stated previously
regarding the comments towards the south elevation and requesting the eyebrows be re-implemented
in the façade along with the chimney. The motion passed on the following roll call vote:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent:

(6)
(1)
(0)

Richardson, Leibolt, Nicol, Jerch, Hunter, Kraus
Bergmann

6. Continued Strategic Planning and Visioning for the Historic Preservation Commission
Chair Kraus provided a summary of the Commission’s proposed regulatory changes so far including
their past discussions concerning Village nominations without the owner’s consent as well as how
historic districts may work in practice. Chair Kraus asked if the committee believes it is important to
clarify what is consider a heritage lot and not. Member Bergmann stated that his neighborhood has
many “so called” heritage lots and he doesn’t want to see these side yards turn into buildable lots. A
brief discussion commenced.
Chair Kraus mentioned the next important steps with branding and policy. AVA Cole gave a draft
presentation to the commission regarding this topic. His presentation was, “Choosing Lake Bluff:
Hip ideas to help our historic homes”. The HPC reviewed and discussed each slide.
Chair Kraus and commission members thanked AVA Cole for his presentation.
Chair Kraus asked AVA Cole to work with the commissioners to set a date for the next workshop.
7. Staff Report
AVA Cole stated that the Sustainability and Community Enhancement Ad Hoc Committee’s
beautification study is out for public review and was circulated via an email sent out by himself. He
requested any feedback and comments for the plan from the members of the HPC.
Vice Chair Hunter stated that he had a comment regarding 419 East Prospect Ave and was a little
struck by comments made by Janet Nelson at a prior meeting regarding that so much of what this
commission bases its information off of “mythical” information. He stated that he agrees with that
statement 100%. A brief discussion commenced.
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8. Adjournment
There being no further business to consider, Member Richardson motioned to adjourn. Member
Nicol seconded the motion. Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the meeting was adjourned at
9:05 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

John Scopelliti
Administrative Intern
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING
February 26, 2019
7:00 P.M.
Village Hall Conference Room
40 East Center Avenue
DRAFT MINUTES
1. Call to Order and Roll Call
A Special Meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) of the Village of Lake Bluff was
called to order on February 26, 2019 at 7:00 p.m. in the Village Hall Conference Room.
The following members were present:
Present:

Paul Bergmann
Jane Jerch
Lois Nicol
Randolph Liebolt (arrived 7:20; departed 7:50)
Steve Kraus, Chair

Absent:

Robert Hunter, Vice Chair
Cheri Richardson

Also Present:

Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator (AVA)

2. Non-Agenda Items and Visitors
Chair Kraus stated that the Chairperson and Members of the HPC allocate fifteen (15) minutes at
this time for those individuals who would like the opportunity to address the HPC on any matter
within its area of responsibility that is not listed on the agenda.
There were no requests to address the HPC.
3. Continued Strategic Planning and Visioning for the Historic Preservation Commission
AVA Cole lead a review of a draft presentation entitled “Choosing Lake Bluff: Hip ideas to help our
historic homes”. The HPC reviewed and discussed each slide. Additionally, AVA Cole provided a
demonstration of a beta version of Lake Bluff Online that aggregated state and local information for
various properties in the Village via an interactive online map.
4. Adjournment
There being no further business to consider, a motion was made to adjourn the meeting. Upon a
motion duly made and seconded, the meeting was adjourned at 9:12 p.m.
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Respectfully submitted,

Glen Cole
Assistant to the Village Administrator
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
VILLAGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING
MARCH 16, 2019
DRAFT MINUTES OF MEETING
The Village of Lake Bluff Board of Trustees and Historic Preservation Commission met in the Village
Hall Board Room (40 East Center Avenue) on Saturday, March 16, 2019. Village President O’Hara
called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. Village Clerk Joy Markee called the roll.
The following were present:
Village President:

Kathleen O’Hara

Trustees:

Barbara Ankenman
Mark Dewart
Paul Lemieux

Trustees Absent:

William Meyer
Eric Grenier
Aaron Towle

HPC Commissioners:

Steve Kraus, Chair
Robert Hunter, Vice Chair
Paul Bergmann
Janie Jerch
Lois Nicol
Cheri Richardson

Commissioners Absent:

Randolph Liebolt

Also Present:

Joy Markee, Village Clerk
Drew Irvin, Village Administrator
Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator
John Scopelliti, Administrative Intern

Non-Agenda Items and Visitors
President O’Hara stated the COW allocates 15 minutes for those individuals who would like the
opportunity to address the COW on any matter not listed on the agenda.
There were no requests to address the COW.
Discussion Regarding Historic Preservation Policies and Programs
Introduction
At the invitation of President O’Hara, Chair Steve Kraus came forward to present to the joint meeting
regarding the HPC’s planning efforts over the past two years. He thanked the Village Board for the
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opportunity to speak, and noted that this was the culmination of work stemming from the Board’s 2017
request for ways to strengthen the Historic Preservation Ordinance.
As there were no further introductory remarks, Chair Kraus proceeded to present a set of slides included
in the meeting’s agenda packet, starting with a list of the goals of the Historic Preservation Ordinance; a
review of the Ordinance’s current mechanisms applied to historic structures; and statistics documenting
the number of structures older than 50 years old and therefore subject to demolition review, the number
reviewed for the life of the HPC ordinance, and the number of landmarks demolished.
Trustee Lemieux stated that he believes this slide is misleading in that there are victories for historic
preservation, such as counting as a negative the demolition of a house on Center Avenue despite its
subsequent replacement with a house that respected the lot’s historic context. Commissioner Bergmann
responded that, if the objective of the Ordinance is to prevent demolitions, this example was a failure; if
the objective is to preserve streetscapes, it was a win. After discussion among the members of the Board
and the HPC, Chair Kraus continued his presentation.
Choosing Lake Bluff
Chair Kraus introduced the HPC’s preservation framework, Choosing Lake Bluff. In his introductory
remarks, he stated that a common response the HPC receives from new homeowners choosing to
demolish is that they simply didn’t know about the historic or neighborhood context. He stated that one
of the goals is to educate purchasers about this before their decision to demolish. The Choosing Lake
Bluff model focuses on interventions concerning branding (discovery by new homebuyers), knowledge
(the purchasing process), redevelopment (policies), and rehabilitation (incentives).
In response to a question from Village Clerk Markee, Chair Kraus responded that the HPC has
periodically sent letters to owners of historically significant homes over the years with little success.
Trustee Dewart stated that the framework works from the standpoint of a real estate buyer, but that it
should also consider the behaviors of sellers and realtors who put a home into a market context (e.g. by
advertising it as a teardown candidate). After some discussion among the present members, Chair Kraus
responded that the framework does not address the seller specifically but includes elements directed
towards the real estate community as well as architects and builders.
From the audience, Ms. Stephanie Bjork (resident) asked if there is any data regarding the number of
“legacy” buyers returning to the Village. Chair Kraus responded that this may be a to-do item to
investigate. Other members of the audience provided anecdotal evidence. Ms. Bjork stated that there
may be an opportunity for homeowners to contribute to or correct their survey results by providing
information to the Village.
Trustee Dewart stated that these steps involve selecting or encouraging one segment of the real estate
market at the expense of others. Chair Kraus responded that the intent of Choosing Lake Bluff is not to
create a time capsule, but rather, to encourage decisions that reflect community values. Commissioner
Bergmann responded that there is no desire to live in a historic recreation but, rather, that there is a
desire to preserve the values and streetscapes that residents bought into Lake Bluff to live among. He
noted that modern houses were among those lost due to demolitions since the passage of the Historic
Preservation Ordinance. Trustee Dewart stated that the Village must be cautious in building a brand and
what the outcomes will be. Chair Kraus stated that some may feel excluded. Trustee Dewart concluded
his remarks by stating that there is more to Lake Bluff’s brand than houses - there is a community.
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Chair Kraus provided an overview of the branding goals of Choosing Lake Bluff. He stated that the
Village must incorporate its past as integral to the community’s present and future character (among
other goals described on the slide). He stated that the Village should provide brochures on community
features; prominently identify historic places and areas; and provide tours, histories, timelines, and
research resources concerning historic events.
Chair Kraus provided an overview of the knowledge goals of Choosing Lake Bluff. He reiterated that
there is no central location for Village residents to access historic housing information in the Village, but
that other communities have compelling resources. He provided a demonstration of such a mapping tool
built for Evanston’s Lakeshore Historic District and stated that Lake Bluff should produce a similar
resource, Lake Bluff Online. In response to a question from Village Clerk Markee, Chair Kraus stated
that the HPC had discussed privacy concerns and that the data displayed in these tools would already be
publicly available.
Chair Kraus provided an overview of the rehabilitation goals of Choosing Lake Bluff. He stated that the
Village must reinforce its bias for preservation by reducing obstacles and providing incentives for
preservation and rehabilitation. In summary, he said that the Village must choose its posture on a
continuum between “No fees” and “No special treatment” for historic rehabilitation projects. He
presented a list of possible individual policies that the Board could adopt.
Chair Kraus provided an overview of the redevelopment goals of Choosing Lake Bluff. He stated that the
Village should adopt policies that shift the focus away from preserving individual structures and towards
preserving neighborhood character despite teardowns. He presented a list of possible individual policies
that the Board could adopt.
Trustee Lemieux asked how structures would be selected for protection. Chair Kraus stated that
guidelines existed today and would be further adapted if the Village Board directed the HPC to propose
revisions to the Historic Preservation Ordinance. Trustee Lemieux asked who would conduct residential
design reviews. Vice Chair Hunter, who also serves as the Chair of the Architectural Board of Review,
replied that the consensus of the ABR is not to conduct these reviews. A discussion ensued regarding
design review. Chair Kraus, concluding the conversation, said that he wants to enable new residents to
make positive decisions for Lake Bluff’s streetscape and character while preserving homeowner rights.
Policies that complement a preservation framework.
Chair Kraus proceeded to the next section of his presentation regarding possible changes to the Historic
Preservation Ordinance, including various changes to existing mechanisms; the introduction of a new
“Historic” designation for individual structures; and the introduction of “Landmark” and “Historic”
designations that could be applied to areas.
Chair Kraus stated that he is uncomfortable with retrospectively nominating landmarks after they are
being considered for demolition. He stated that the HPC would, under certain circumstances, agree with
a rule prohibiting teardown nominations. Referring to a proposal to extend demolition delays for up to
365 days, Chair Kraus stated that the Village Board may hear all requests to exceed 120 days of delay or
that there may be different lengths of delay based on the party that nominated a structure or area as a
Landmark or Historic property.
Chair Kraus stated that the goal of this policy approach is to extend the highest level of protection to a
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number of community jewels as “landmarks”, and to extend a better level of protection to a larger
number of “historic” properties. He noted that his view, a minority among the members of the HPC, is
that the Village could eliminate significant demolition delay at a later time if these policies were
diligently implemented.
Trustee Dewart and the board discussed the mechanics of designating a Landmark District or a Historic
District, as those terms were used in the presentation.
Chair Kraus concluded his presentation with a list of requested action steps, including: adopting
Choosing Lake Bluff as Village policy; developing the various resources and policies proposed
throughout this morning; and comprehensively amending the Historic Preservation Ordinance. Before
the meeting recessed, Trustee Ankenman stated she wanted to know more about the funding mechanism
for Lake Bluff Online and was worried that designating landmark areas is an imposition upon
homeowner rights.
Recess
At 9:10 a.m., Village President O’Hara declared the meeting in recess. The meeting reconvened at 9:20
a.m.
Discussion
Trustee Lemieux stated that he was very encouraged by the inclusion of the following sentence on slide
17 of the presentation: “Shift focus from preservation of an individual structure to preservation of
neighborhood character.” Referring to slide 22, which presents the designation levels for individual
structures, he stated that he remains concerned about the Village nominating structures involuntarily.
Chair Kraus responded that the Board could choose to restrict “landmark” nominations to the owner.
Trustee Ankenman asked what the effect of a homeowner’s objection to an area designation would be.
Chair Kraus responded that the homeowner would still be included in the district and subject to
restrictions. Trustee Ankenman expressed her concern that a homeowner could be subject to a 365 day
demolition delay involuntarily. Commissioner Bergmann, to illustrate, described a historic district where
the back of many houses were modern additions but where the front facades are maintained. He states
that this balance is a goal of preservation. Village Clerk Markee stated that the Village should consider
increasing the threshold to avoid pitting neighbor against neighbor in the designation of a district.
In response to a question, Assistant to the Village Administrator Glen Cole described the process and
work effort involved in Lake Bluff Online. He stated that the minimum product would not require an
excess of effort, but that the amount of time volunteers could spend researching and improving the data
on individual houses is indefinite.
Village President O’Hara recognized Ed Wynn (resident). Mr. Wynn stated that the Village could
prioritize the most important 200 houses. He stated that, of 83 houses recognized as significant by the
Village’s historic surveys, only 14 are landmarked. He said that the Village should make it easier for
owners to landmark their property by producing a fillable PDF form and by shortening the form through
legal mechanisms such as presumptions tied to the survey’s designations. He described issues with the
interaction between certified landmarks and obtaining tax credits for preservation, but believes the
Village should pursue making these protections and incentives an “and” discussion rather than an “either
or” discussion.
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Continuing, Mr. Wynn described three classes of situations that he believes should receive different
treatment: (i) existing homes with no pending demolition; (ii) demolitions by owners; (iii) demolitions
by national building firms seeking to construct speculative housing. He agreed with Vice Chair Hunter
that architectural standards would be intrusive and hopes instead to promote design consistency. He
stated that he was scared by the idea of prohibiting landmark nominations where demolition applications
are filed, but likes the idea of avoiding pitting neighbor against neighbor. He believes that stronger
protections regarding drainage and environmental issues would help the comfort level with these
changes.
Mr. Wynn stated that homes not in keeping with their neighborhoods depreciate quicker, and that
property values falling is bad for all properties. Referring to the concept of heritage lots, Mr. Wynn
stated that there should be ways to restore and protect these lots because they provide Lake Bluff’s
unique housing variety as well as lower priced housing options for retirees and households with different
economic situations.
Vice Chair Hunter, recalling the discussion surrounding the initial adoption of the historic preservation
ordinance, stated that residents did not want to diminish their property values right as they were about to
retire, sell, and realize their equity value in cash.
Commissioner Richardson stated that the Village Attorney had previously advised that discriminating
against national builders would be inappropriate. Mr. Wynn responded that he believes there are
reasonable and defensible standards that would distinguish between speculative builders and existing
homeowners and that these have been adopted elsewhere.
Discussion ensued regarding the interaction between historic preservation and property values.
From the audience, Ms. Stephanie Bjork (resident) responded to the idea that 365 day delays are
punitive. She stated that capital gains taxes would apply if a sale occurred without the house having been
held for at least 18 months, and so most builders will hold their property at least that long. Trustee
Ankenman responded that the delay would punish individual homeowners. Ms. Bjork responded that
individual homeowners are not building for resale.
Village Clerk Markee described what she believes is a typical situation, where children are selling their
inheritance without necessarily being concerned with who they’re selling to or what the buyer will do to
the streetscape.
Village President O’Hara extended her thanks, on behalf of the Board of Trustees, to the Historic
Preservation Commission for their diligent and comprehensive plan. She believes it is sweeping in areas
of concern, but that it will take more consideration. She stated that she wanted to see the results of the
newest Village historic survey including significant houses and areas, and that she also wanted another
Committee-of-the-Whole meeting to discuss next steps.
Chair Kraus asked if Village President O’Hara was asking for specific recommendations at this time.
Village President O’Hara responded that she was not. A discussion ensued regarding next steps,
including a need to confer with the absent Trustees as well as the Board’s new trustees following April’s
election. Village Administrator Irvin responded that Staff would develop budgets for marketing; review
information provided by Mr. Wynn and rewriting the regulations on speculative builders; and come back
to discuss an action plan in 45-60 days.
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Chair Kraus reiterated that the framework, which he requests the Village Board adopt by resolution,
deliberately excludes the ordinance recommendations the HPC provided elsewhere in his presentation.
In response to a question by Village Administrator Irvin, he stated that there are existing materials that
document historic areas and the location of significant homes and landmarks that could be brought to the
Village Board’s attention when they next consider Choosing Lake Bluff.
Adjournment
A motion to adjourn was made, seconded, and passed on a unanimous voice vote. The meeting
adjourned at 11:20 a.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

___________________________
Glen Cole
Assistant to the Village Administrator
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING
April 30, 2019
6:00 P.M.
Village Hall Conference Room
40 East Center Avenue
DRAFT MINUTES
1. Call to Order and Roll Call
A Special Meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) of the Village of Lake Bluff was
called to order on April 30, 2019 at 6:00 p.m. in the Village Hall Conference Room.
The following members were present:
Present:

Paul Bergmann
Jane Jerch
Lois Nicol
Randolph Liebolt
Cheri Richardson
Steve Kraus, Chair

Also Present:

Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator (AVA)

2. Non-Agenda Items and Visitors
Chair Kraus stated that the Chairperson and Members of the HPC allocate fifteen (15) minutes at
this time for those individuals who would like the opportunity to address the HPC on any matter
within its area of responsibility that is not listed on the agenda.
There were no requests to address the HPC.
3. Next Steps for Choosing Lake Bluff
AVA Cole noted that the Village Board had held a Saturday morning workshop on March 16, 2019
regarding Choosing Lake Bluff and requested additional information from the HPC before discussing
this item again, including a proposed work plan and recommended areas for historic districts. The
HPC reviewed possible work plans concerning identified significant and contributing structures,
including how to best collect research and evaluate properties for possible landmark status. The HPC
discussed the interaction of this project with the timing of Choosing Lake Bluff’s proposed
regulatory revisions. Finally, the HPC reviewed a file memorandum describing possible historic
districts prepared by Janet Nelson and recommended certain additions and changes.

4. Adjournment
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There being no further business to consider, a motion was made to adjourn the meeting. Upon a
motion duly made and seconded, the meeting was adjourned at 7:58 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Glen Cole
Assistant to the Village Administrator
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF

Memorandum
To:

Chair Kraus and Members of the Historic Preservation Commission

From:

Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator

Subject:

Agenda Item #4 – Next Steps for Choosing Lake Bluff

Date:

July 5, 2019

At its July 10 regular meeting, the Historic Preservation Commission should:


Review its work plan, deliverables, and timeline.



Divide work plan tasks among its members.

More materials may be distributed at or prior to the July 10 meeting.

Attachments:


Choosing Lake Bluff presentation from June 10, 2019 Committee-of-the-Whole



Choosing Lake Bluff presentation from March 16, 2019 joint meeting with Village Board
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Choosing Lake Bluff
Hip ideas to help our historic homes.
Village of Lake Bluff
Workshop: Committee of the Whole &
Historic Preservation Commission
June 10, 2019
1

Discussion Topics
•

Choosing Lake Bluff Refresher

•

Next Steps: Follow-up areas from March 2019 meetings

•

Budget Considerations and Timing

•

Appendix

2

Choosing Lake Bluff: Refresher

3

Choosing Lake Bluff
Overview

Branding

Outreach

I’m thinking of
buying a home…
(Discovering Lake Bluff)

A lifecycle
approach to
investing in
Lake Bluff

wle
Knowledge
I want in!
(Buying in Lake Bluff)

Policy
olicy

Incentives
Incenti

I’m interested in
something new…
(Redevelopment)

I’ve found the
perfect place!
(Rehabilitation)

Policy

4

Choosing Lake Bluff
A New Framework for Preservation
• Encourage stewardship: Attract buyers
interested in preservation, rehabilitation, and
our streetscapes and historic context.
• Influence early decisions leading
to preservation over demolition
• Build on Village branding and values
• Bridge information gaps in the market
• Emphasize community partnerships
• See Appendix for Choosing Lake Bluff goals
5

• Branding
• Knowledge: Lake Bluff Online
• Historic Survey Update

Next Steps

• Demo – Proof of Concept
• Data Capture / Data Storage
• Populating Database
• Research Priorities
• Regulatory Changes

6

Branding Priorities
• A proposal has been received to incorporate Choosing Lake
Bluff historic preservation themes in brand positioning.
(Discussion ongoing.)
• “Lake Bluff in Context” materials likely to be point of 125
year anniversary legacy gifts.
• Walking, biking, driving tours – GPS based
• Historic plaques, markers, and wayfinding guides

7

Lake Bluff Online Beta Version

http://bit.ly/LBOTest • Survey to be completed this summer
• Links to County data being added
• See Appendix for data
capture and storage protocols
8

Lake Bluff Online
Populating The Database
Goal:

Supplement current online data for every Lake Bluff property.
Place the property in its historic Lake Bluff context.

Work Plan:

Develop Capture Method & Tools
Phase 1 – “Significant” structures (~125)
Phase 2 – “Contributing” structures (~300)
Phase 3 – All Structures

Management:

History Museum (Content)
Village (Technology)

Resources:

Combination of volunteers, students, and paid/unpaid interns

September 2019
April 2020
September 2021
TBD
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HPC Research Priorities
1.

Identify Potential Landmarks
Work with property owners and propose landmark status for a
limited number of “significant” structures for a future Village
Board discussion.

Target: Identify by July 2020
2.

Identify Potential Historic Districts
Research and identify / document areas in the Village
for Village Board consideration as historic districts.

Target: Identify by September 2020
3.

Identify Historic Sites
Research and identify / document individual sites in the Village for
potential Village Board recognition as historic sites. Examples
include the Children’s Home, the Tabernacle, the Hotel Irving, and
other hotels, inns, and lodging houses serving the early Village.

Target: Identify by September 2021
10

11

Regulatory Changes
1. Propose amendments to Historic Preservation
Ordinance for Village Board approval
•

Process and administrative changes as well as new tools
discussed during March 2019 workshop (see Appendix)

•

Estimated $20k cost for legal services

•

Adoption to coincide with 2020 update cycle to new
versions of International Codes (Village Building Code)

2. Rehabilitation Incentives and Rehabilitation Policies
•

HPC to prepare recommendations for Village Board
after Ordinance amendments are adopted

12

Budget Considerations
Branding

Update positioning materials
$22,500 FY2020
Lake Bluff In Context (Walk/Bike, Markers) $0
FY2021

Lake Bluff Online

Technology – Minimal additional costs. Some staff time.
Database Population. Could be volunteer effort or supplemented
by paid/unpaid interns and students with staff oversight.

HPC Research Priorities

Work undertaken by HPC as part of its scheduled activities.

Regulatory Changes

Village Attorney fees

$20,000 FY2020

13

• Choosing Lake Bluff Goals
• Branding, Knowledge,
Rehabilitation,
Redevelopment

Appendix

• Data Capture & Data Storage
Protocols (Proposed)
• Landmark / Historic
Designations
(From March 2019 Workshop)
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Branding

Knowledge

I’m thinking of
buying a home…
(Discovering Lake Bluff)
Branding Goals:
•

Shape first impressions
of Lake Bluff

•

Incorporate our past as
integral to our present and
future character

•

•

I want in!
(Buying in Lake Bluff)
Knowledge Goals:
•

Facilitate access to individual
property information and
historic context

•

Promote sense of stewardship
in advance of purchase:

Focus on future residents;
strengthen sense of place for
current residents
Make information about our
past accessible and relevant

•

•

Preservation and
rehabilitation

•

Expectations and
incentives

Partner with real estate
community

15

Incentives

Policy

I’ve found the
perfect place!
(Rehabilitation)

I’m interested in
something new…
(Redevelopment)

Rehabilitation Goals:

Redevelopment Goals:

•

Create a bias for preservation

•

•

Reduce or remove obstacles
and provide reasonable
incentives for preservation
and rehabilitation

Develop guidelines that
influence demolition and
reconstruction of residential
property

•

Shift focus from preservation
of an individual structure to
preservation of neighborhood
character

•

Encourage homeowners to
become stewards of their
property

16

Lake Bluff Online
Data Capture
17

Lake Bluff Online
Data Storage

18

Designation
Proposed
Scope
(Structures)

Landmark

Historic

No Designation

Tool

Landmark
Structure

Historic
Structure

Significant
Demolition
Review

Nominating
Parties

Owner, Village

Village

By Rule:
Structures Over
50 Years Old

Maximum
Demolition
Delay

HPC: 120 Days
VB: 365 Days

HPC: 120 Days

HPC: 120 Days

19

Designation
Proposed
Scope
(Area)

Landmark

Historic

No Designation

Tool

Landmark
District

Historic
District

N/A

Nominating
Parties

51%+ of
Owners

Village

N/A

Maximum
Demolition
Delay

HPC: 120 Days
VB: 365 Days

HPC: 120 Days

N/A
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Choosing Lake Bluff
Hip ideas to help our historic homes.
Village of Lake Bluff
Workshop: Committee of the Whole &
Historic Preservation Commission
March 16, 2019
1

Discussion Topics
•

Background

•

Choosing Lake Bluff: A new framework for preserving Lake Bluff’s past
•

Branding

•

Knowledge

•

Rehabilitation incentives

•

Redevelopment policies

•

Village policies that complement a preservation framework

•

Next steps

•

Appendix

2

Background

3

Goals of HPC Ordinance
1.

To foster civic pride in the beauty and accomplishments
of the past as represented in the village landmarks;

2. To preserve, promote, maintain, and enhance the village historic resources and
character as a community comprised principally of well maintained single-family
residential neighborhoods and small, thriving business areas oriented to serve the
day to day needs of local residents;
3. To protect and enhance the village attractiveness to residents, businesses,
visitors, and prospective home buyers and businesses;
4. To maintain and improve property values in the village;
5. To protect, preserve, and enhance the village aesthetic appearance and character;
6. To encourage the designation of landmark status upon structures, buildings, sites,
and landscapes at the local, state, and national levels; and
7. To educate the general public on the significance of historic preservation.

4

Designation
Current Scope

Landmark

No Designation

Mechanism

Landmark
Structure

Significant Demolition
Review

Nominating
Parties

Owner, Village,
Museum

By Rule: Structures
Over 50 Years Old

Maximum
Demolition Delay

HPC: 120 Days
VB: 150 Days

HPC: 120 Days

5

Background
• Landmarks
•

HPC reviews exterior alterations

•

Property can be landmarked without property owner’s consent

•

Modest reductions to building permit and tree removal fees;
eligibility for state property tax freeze

• Significant Demolition Review
•

Can delay demolition or certain significant
alterations of structures over 50 years old
for up to 120 days

6

HPC Statistics
In the last ~15 years:
55%
(1133/2057)*

Single-family residences in Lake
Bluff over 50 years old and
subject to demolition review

75%
(50/67)

Structures ultimately
demolished following HPC’s
demolition review**

23%
(7/30)

Landmarks demolished

*
**

Source: Lake County assessment records
Properties demolished at any point after review,
including landmarks designated following demolition review
7

Choosing Lake Bluff
A framework for preserving Lake Bluff’s past.

8

Branding

Outreach

I’m thinking of
buying a home…
(Discovering Lake Bluff)

A lifecycle
approach to
investing in
Lake Bluff

Knowledge
wle
I want in!
(Buying in Lake Bluff)

Policy
olicy

Incentives
Incenti

I’m interested in
something new…
(Redevelopment)

I’ve found the
perfect place!
(Rehabilitation)

Policy

9

Choosing Lake Bluff:
A New Framework for Preservation
• Encourage stewardship: Attract buyers
interested in preservation, rehabilitation, and
our streetscapes and historic context.
• Influence early decisions leading
to preservation over demolition
• Builds on Village branding and values
• Bridge information gaps in the market
• Emphasize community partnerships

10

Branding
I’m thinking of
buying a home…
(Discovering Lake Bluff)

Branding Goals:
• Shape first impressions
of Lake Bluff
• Incorporate our past as integral to
our present and future character
• Focus on future residents;
strengthen sense of place for
current residents
• Make information about our past
accessible and relevant
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Branding
I’m thinking of
buying a home…
(Discovering Lake Bluff)

Branding Tools:
“Lake Bluff At A Glance” Brochure
•

“Investing In Lake Bluff”

•

“Lake Bluff 2023”

Accessible Lake Bluff
•

Identification of historic places,
neighborhoods, districts

•

Driving, bicycling, and walking tours

•

Short histories on significant events
in the life of the Village

•

Timelines and research resources
on Lake Bluff’s historic context

12

Knowledge
I want in!
(Buying in Lake Bluff)

Knowledge Goals:
•

Facilitate access to individual property
information and historic context

•

Promote sense of stewardship
in advance of property purchase:

•

•

Preservation and rehabilitation

•

Expectations and incentives

Partner with real estate community
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Knowledge
I want in!
(Buying in Lake Bluff)

Knowledge Tools:
• Lake Bluff Online
•

Interactive online database with
relevant information on Village homes

• Property Dossier
•

Individual fact sheet available to
purchasers and real estate agents

• Real Estate Rider
•

“Rules of the Road” attachment to
contracts
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Incentives
I’ve found the
perfect place!
(Rehabilitation)

Rehabilitation Goals:
• Create a bias for preservation
• Reduce or remove and provide
reasonable incentives for
preservation and rehabilitation
• Encourage homeowners to become
stewards of their property

15

Incentives
I’ve found the
perfect place!
(Rehabilitation)

Rehabilitation Tools:
Village policies that encourage preservation,
rehabilitation, and landmarking.
•

Reduced or waived building fees

•

Local property tax freeze for
rehabilitation

•

Zoning flexibility based on HPC input to
permit realistic rehabilitation of historic
properties

•

Coordinate and publicize local action with
national, state, and regional incentives /
processes

•

Recognize architects and builders who
are sensitive to Lake Bluff’s
architectural and social past
16

Policy
I’m interested in
something new…
(Redevelopment)

Redevelopment Goals:
• Develop guidelines that influence
demolition and reconstruction of
residential property
• Shift focus from preservation of
an individual structure to
preservation of neighborhood
character

17

Policy
I’m interested in
something new…
(Redevelopment)

Redevelopment tools
could include:
•

Extended demolition review period
for select structures

•

Strict application of existing
regulations in replacement structures

•

Residential material standards as developed
by the Architectural Board of Review

•

Residential design review that focuses
narrowly on relationship to adjacent
structures and streetscape

18

Village policies that complement
a preservation framework

19

Policy Review
• Current Scope
• Proposed Scope – Individual Structures
• Proposed Scope – Areas
• Proposed Criteria
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Designation
Current Scope

Landmark

No Designation

Mechanism

Landmark
Structure

Significant Demolition
Review

Nominating
Parties

Owner, Village,
Museum

By Rule: Structures
Over 50 Years Old

Maximum
Demolition Delay

HPC: 120 Days
VB: 150 Days

HPC: 120 Days
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Designation
Proposed
Scope
(Structures)

Landmark

Historic

No Designation

Tool

Landmark
Structure

Historic
Structure

Significant
Demolition
Review

Nominating
Parties

Owner, Village

Village

By Rule:
Structures Over
50 Years Old

Maximum
Demolition
Delay

HPC: 120 Days
VB: 365 Days

HPC: 120 Days

HPC: 120 Days
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Designation
Proposed
Scope
(Area)

Landmark

Historic

No Designation

Tool

Landmark
District

Historic
District

N/A

Nominating
Parties

51%+ of
Owners

Village

N/A

Maximum
Demolition
Delay

HPC: 120 Days
VB: 365 Days

HPC: 120 Days

N/A
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Proposed Criteria
Landmark

Highest quality examples
Highest protection under ordinance
Highest level of consideration

Historic

Notable and worthy of preservation
Narrow protections
Prompt consideration

No
Designation

Continue review and monitoring
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Next Steps
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Next Steps
1. Formally adopt Choosing Lake Bluff
as a framework for preservation in Lake Bluff
2. Develop Branding and Knowledge resources
•

Prioritization and timeline

•

Budget and use of community resources and partners

3. Develop Rehabilitation and Redevelopment policies
•

Recommendations for fees and other policy elements

4. Comprehensively amend HP ordinance
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